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Answers
1. By using the filter ‘wlan.fc.type_subtype == 0x4’ (ie. by looking for probe requests), 

we discover that no probe requests are in fact present. This filter is easily built using 
Wireshark’s expression filter builder.

2. By using the filter ‘wlan.fc.type_subtype != 0x8’ (ie. ignore all beacon frames), we 
can focus our attention on traffic that has at least associated with the AP. The end point 
statistics submenu (limited to the current display filter) then shows that the following 
(non-cisco) MAC addresses were connected to the AP: 00:13:02:df:d0:73 and 
00:23:4d:94:b6:88. The manufacturer bytes codes here suggest that we have a Intel 
Corp. card and a Hon Hai Precision Ind. Co. Ltd. card. Filtering traffic based on these 
MAC addresses (and then using the conversation statistics submenu limited to the cur-
rent display filter) allows us to see that: 00:13:02:df:d0:73 converses using telnet, http, 
ftp, smtp, DNS, LDAP and NBT; 00:23:4d:94:b6:88 converses using SMB/CIFS. Based 
on these conversations and MAC addresses we have that: 00:13:02:df:d0:73 is running 
Windows NT 5.1 (http banner grabbing helps here); 00:23:4d:94:b6:88 is quite possibly 
running a Microsoft based OS (there’s too little data to be more definitive).

3. Looking at the Protocol Summary, we see that telnet and ftp traffic is present within the 
traffic (both are unencrypted protocols). In addition, there’s http traffic (this may contain 
authentication sessions or security tokens). Amongst the UDP traffic, we see SMB and 
LDAP traffic - again, this traffic may contain security tokens or authentication sessions.

Filtering on telnet and following the TCP stream gives us authentication data. Likewise, 
when we examine the ftp data streams. Looking at the http data in a similar manner 
(there’s a lot more TCP streams here!), we can extract multiple cookies and session 
IDs (these sessions include: twitter traffic; someone logging into facebook over https - 
its even possible to see the security certificates being exchanged!).

UDP traffic doesn’t actually reveal any session tokens or authentication traffic.

Case insensitive searches on the keyword passw does not yield any new results.

4. Most of the websites (ie. facebook and twitter) are using embedded login forms within 
their pages. These forms have their actions linked to https sites. As a result, authenti-
cation is captured, but its encrypted! At times, we can see the digital certificate ex-
changes that preempt the main encrypted session.

This type of page coding pattern should be avoided, since its easy for a man-in-the-
middle to alter the form action silently so that authentication data is directed to a mali-
cious site or to simply downgrade the form to http so that all post data is sent in clear-
text.

The visited web sites can be determined by looking at DNS data and http data. Search-
ing for the case-sensitive string Host: (which is found in http headers) will locate all vis-
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ited web pages - ie. www.google.com; compeng.hud.ac.uk; www.hud.ac.uk; 
www2.hud.ac.uk; www.google-analytics.com; scom.hud.ac.uk; twitter.com; 
assets1.twitter.com; assets3.twitter.com; assets0.twitter.com; s3.amazonaws.com; 
static.twitter.com; ajax.googleapis.com; assets2.twitter.com; www.facebook.com; 
static.ak.fbcdn.net; b.static.ak.fbcdn.net; login.facebook.com.
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